
HOW TO WRITE ANALYTICAL FRAMEWORK IN RESEARCH

Sep 28, Three of the most challenging concepts for me to explain are the interrelated ideas of a theoretical framework, a
conceptual framework, and an.

I think this maps to time. Defining a theoretical framework forces analysts to be selective. Your theoretical
framework may be based on theories of framing, but it can also include others. Applying an analytical
framework Now that you know what comprises an analytical framework, you need to learn how to use one.
Analytical frameworks discuss where we can go with this. You were uninvolved with the original
development work, but you must quickly learn the system and bring a staff of new team members up to speed,
which requires you to get up to speed first. Thirdly, research will be conducted from a comparative
perspective, analysing differences and similarities in institutional arrangements and networks within and
between developing regions and countries and occasionally in Western societies concerning the public support
for development cooperation and responsible trade. Patterns are themes that have been found to occur
repeatedly in particular business areas. You can use a selection of model forms to capture complex
information. For example, in this paper, Franks and Cleaver develop an analytical framework that includes
scholarship on poverty measurement to help us understand how water governance and poverty are interrelated.
While I find these concepts somewhat fuzzy and I struggle sometimes to explain the differences between them
and clarify their usage for my students and clearly I am not alone in this challenge , this blog post is an attempt
to help discern these analytical categories more clearly. You may be able to provide other tools to the modeler
for specific tasks, such as computer-aided software engineering CASE for organizing content for a federation
of Web sites. The CIDIN approach for analysing institutional arrangements in development is based on
interdisciplinarity, multi-level approach, comparison and critical theory. But I believe the most important
element of an analytical framework is instrumental: their purpose is to help undertake analyses. Automated
tools provide only part of the solution to this problem; the overall organization of the information determines
how the intended audience will utilize the data. A lot of people my own students included have asked me if the
theoretical framework is their literature review. You can perform an assessment to determine whether the
proper collection of framework elements, tools, patterns, and skills are available already within the team
members or must be added either through the purchase of a tool or training of the personnel. It combines
conceptual analyses with empirical field work and data analysis. Table 2. First, it refers to the particular
contributions of different types of institutional arrangements to development processes. For example, in this
paper , Bodde et al develop an analytical framework to characterise sources of uncertainties in strategic
environmental assessments. For example, in this paper, Zeitoun and Allan explain their theoretical framework,
aptly named hydro-hegemony. I like how theoretical frameworks are defined in this blog post. A robust
conceptual framework describes the different concepts one would need to know to understand a particular
phenomenon, without pretending to create causal links across variables and outcomes. As new tools and
techniques become available, and as new analysis patterns are discovered and codified, you can add these to
your toolkit and organize them into a modified framework. In short, analytical frameworks are models that
aim to guide and facilitate sense making and understanding. Theoretical frameworks talk about how we got
here. A good framework ensures the data is structured in a way for analysis to have tangible outcomes. The
third area where analytical frameworks come in handy is in training. For example, the technique of
interviewing requires the skills of note-taking and active listening. If the level of modification is significant, it
may indicate that you should construct an entirely new framework. That is, there are subject to change and
transformation, and as such adapting to emerging demands from actors in the development process. Another
good example of a theoretical framework is that posited by Dr. The social domain refers to the formal and
informal social networks and ties â€” based on trust, reciprocity and solidarity - that could provoke collective
action. The economic domain covers the access to markets and services, the organisation of livelihood
strategies and the relationships with corporate actors. For example, almost all legacy computer systems need
some form of design investigation, if for no other reason than to train new developers in the maintenance and
extension of the system. Important progress can be made by specifying empirically indicators for processes of
empowerment, participation and bargaining power to understand better their structural and behavioural
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determinants. Running a group workshop requires the skills of facilitation and team leadership. Second, you
have access to the analytical pattern for software architecture see Table 2. The best analyst in the world won't
be successful if he cannot organize the information in a meaningful, presentable way.


